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The Evading System, which originated from the San Hu law of Han 
Dynasty, achieved comparative maturity in Ming Dynasty through the 
development of several dynastic reigns. The Evading System in Ming Dynasty 
penetrated into three segments — — Appointment Institution, Imperial 
Examinations and the Branch of Judicial and Censorial. It was a process of the 
increasing improvement. With the transformation of the politics of Ming Dynasty, 
the Evading System presented different characteristics in different periods. Based 
on previous study, this thesis tries to analyze the evolvement course of Evading 
System in the context of the history and probe into the reasons of concrete rule 
changes, and then discusses its effects, significances and the deficiencies. There 
are five sections:  
Section one: Exordium. It starts with the reasons of this research and a 
literature review of relevant study. Then it goes to explicate the research clue of 
this thesis. 
Section two: It illuminates the contents of Evading System in Appointment 
Institution from two aspects and expounds its significances and deficiencies. 
Section three: It gives a detailed depiction of the Evading System in 
Imperial Examinations. It interprets that Evading System in Imperial 
Examinations included not only the Cognation Evading, Native Place Evading, 
Official Evading, but also the prohibition of the examinee faitours. It mainly 
analyses the practical enforcement of this system in the context of the political 
















Section four: It centers on the Evading System in judicial and censorial branch. It 
expatiates to the main Evading contents, and then construes the effects and the 
significances of these institutions. 
Conclusion: It makes a summary and points out the limitations of this 
thesis.  
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